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1. Introductictn 
There is a well-known class of algorithms for permuting symbols using a single 
pushdown stack, and a finite number of random access memory cells. Reingold [3] 
has formally characterized this class of algorithms by a device called a pushdown 
permuter (p.d.p.), and has attempted to characterize the type of permutations that 
can be achieved by a pushdown permuter. Carlson [l] has presented a counter- 
example to Reingold’s characterization. Shyamasundar [4] has also presented a 
characterization of this class of permutations. In this note we present a counter- 
example to Shyamasundar’s characterization. 
We refer the reader to any of the papers [l]-[4] for a detailed description of a 
p.d.p., and the operations it can perform. 
2. Conterexample 
Shyamasundar’s characterization theorem is as follows: 
Theorem. A p.d.p. with A4 memory cells can permute the input sequence 12 . . . II to 
PlP2..* p,, if’ and only if ~1~2.. . pn does not contain any of the following sub- 
sequences : 
(a) hpIxyZ. . . ybf +ZZ~Z~ . . . Z&f where X >Zi >yj for all lSi<M, l~j~~+2, 
~~r+z<b<x.andy~+2)~~forali lsiiA4+1, 
(b) xy1.ys.. * yM+lZlZl.. * znr+,,wherex>Zi>yiforl~ii,M+l,lsi~~+l. 
Let M =2, and 7~ =p1p2. . . p,, be the permutation 612953784 of 12. . .9. We 
shall prove that no p.d.p. cc!n permute 12. . . 9 to r, though rr does not contain 
any of the subsequences mentioned in the theorem. 
* This research was supported in part by ONR under Grant NOOO14-7%.0775. 
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First we shall prove that 7;r does not contain any subsequence of the form 
mentioned in the theorem. Suppose 7r contains a subsequence by1xy~y~y4zlz~ of 
the form (a). Then there must be at least 2111+ 1 = 5 symbols following x in V. x 
cannot be p1 or pz since b and y 1 precede x in W. This implies that x has to be p3 
or p4. If x is p3 then b has to be p1 = 6, and x <b, a contradiction. So x has to be 
p4 = 9. But then yz =ps=5,y3=p6=3,y4==p7=7,zI=p~=8,andz2=ps=4.But 
then z2<y4, a contradiction. Suppose P contains a subsequence xy1yZy3z1z2z3 of 
the form (b). Then there must be at least 6 elements following x in r, and so x is 
either pi pz, or p3. But then p4 = 9 is one of the yi’s, and so it is not true that x > yi 
for all i, 1 s i G A4 + 1. So we conclude that m does not contain any subsequence 
of the form mentioned in the theorem. 
Table 1 
Steps Input string Ouqut swing 
0 123456789 
1 L3456789 
2 3456789 
3 456759 
4 56789 
5 6789 
(? 789 6 
7 789 61 
x 789 612 
9 89 612 
IO 9 612 
11 6129 
1 61295 
17 61295 
” The rightmost clement is on top of the stack. 
Stacks 
- 
- 
3 
34 
345 
345 
34 
3 
34 
348 
348 
34 
Memory 
1 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
25 
45 
57 
57 
57 
78 
_. 
Table 1 shows the sequence of steps taken by a p.d.p. which behaves as described 
in Shyamasundar [4]. This p.d,p. gets stuck when it tries to place 3 in the outpzt 
string. This p.d.p. is the best possible in the sense that every other p.d.p. will aIs:, 
get struck before or when it is about to output 3. This follows from the following 
theorem given in Ramanan [2]: 
Theorem. A p.d.p. with M memory cells call permute the inpu: .string 12 . . . n to 
PlP2.. .P,, if Wld only if there is 110 sd3seqmwce prpilpi2 . . . piA, ,, Of plp2. . . p?, 
wtisfying r/w follocc*ing conditions : 
iii p,r is he hrgest s!qmbol preceding pI, it1 plp2 . . . pI1. Moreover p, >pi, for all t, 
(ii) Let w = max( p,,, pi2, . . . , pihr+ ,). For ati) 
PIP_?‘-- p,,, kr ,#“!,I = max( p I, pz. , . . , P,,~). Th 
i(p,lj ., tn. w <p, 5: f,,,}I >/{i,ii, 5 rn}j. 
prefix plp~. . . p ,,,, rsrn s iA,+, of 
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